
Muv-Luv Jumpchain CYOA v0.4 

-By MoeAnon- 
 

-Introduction- 
You awaken in a world ravaged by war. Not between men as history would lead us to believe, 

but a war against an alien race, bred only for conquest. As such, humanity dubbed these 

invaders as the BETA: Beings of Extra Terrestrial origin Adversary to the human race. 

The BETA first arrived on Earth in 1973 in China and Canada after arriving on the Moon in 1967, 

and being spotted on Mars in 1958.  

 

-Starting Location- 
 

1+2. Yokohama Base 

Japan and UN, center of attention 

3+4. Yukon Base 

Mixed bag of everything 

5+6. Dover Base 

Eurofront 

7+8. Free Choice 

 

-Origin- 
Drop In – Kasumi/Sumika/Cryska/Inia-tier esper 

 

Scientist – Yuuko-tier science 

 

Eishi – Takeru-tier piloting 

 

BETA – Filthy BETA-tier scum 



 

-Perks- 
(100 CP) – 

(100 CP) – 

(100 CP) – 

(100 CP) – 

 

(200 CP) –  

(200 CP) –  

(200 CP) –  

(200 CP) –  

 

(400 CP) –  

(400 CP) –  

(400 CP) –  

(400 CP) –  

 

(600 CP) –  

(600 CP) –  

Bratty Savior (600 CP) –  

(600 CP) –  

 

-Items- 
Best Damn Ball of String in the Multiverse (Free) – This completely ordinary ball of yarn comes 

in a four (count that FOUR!) vibrant colors, and is guaranteed to keep you entertained and 

reasonably sane in between your routinely scheduled sessions of ball-crushing despair. There is 

nothing quite like an afternoon spent playing cat’s cradle with your entire squadron of 

hardened veterans, is there? Of course, the aforementioned colors include sky blue, grassy 



green, mellow yellow, and BLOOD RED EVERYWHERE THE GOD DAMN BETA ARE EATING HIM 

ALIVE OH GOD THE FUCKING SCREAMS MAKE IT STOP MAKE IT ST- 

Money (50 CP) – Roughly $5,000 that you can trade for rations, buy more stuff in the PX, or just 

gamble away one night when you’ve had one drink too many. It’s all up to you. 

Casual Attire (50 CP) – A zip-up parka with the insignia of your home base sown on one 

shoulder, and one of your squadron sown on the other. Under it are your standard issue 

clothing, typically a black t-shirt or a tank top, with basic combat trousers and snug-fitting 

boots. (Free Drop In and Eishi) 

Dressing Smart (50 CP) – The standard officer’s uniform under a sleek, white lab coat. It radiates 

both a sense of authority and intelligence from the wearer. (Free Scientist) 

 

Handgun (100 CP) – An ordinary semi-automatic pistol with a couple spare magazines and a few 

cans worth of surplus ammo. You might be able to drop a few Soldier and Warrior class BETA if 

you’re a good enough shot, but I’d recommend you save the bullets for mercy killing and 

suicide instead. Death at the hands of the BETA aren’t at all quick or clean, after all. (Discount 

Drop In and Scientist) 

Fortified Suit (100 CP) – A skintight suit worn by eishi as basic protection against the elements 

while piloting TSFs. Yes, they are as just embarrassing as they say. No, you can’t argue your way 

out of wearing it, cadet. (Free Drop In and Eishi) 

 

G-Element Stockpile (600 CP) – (Discount Scientist) 

HI-MAREF Project Blueprints (1000 CP) – (Discount Scientist) 

 

-TSF Models- 
Using preexisting mobile space walkers as a design basis, Tactical Surface Fighters, known as 

TSFs, were developed as an adaptable and versatile weapons platform to counter the BETA 

threat, and since their first deployment in 1974, have become essential to humanity's survival 

over the 30-year war.  Some reasons for the development of TSFs are as such; due to the 

capabilities of the Laser-class BETA, TSFs were developed as all-purpose assault units to 

circumvent BETA anti-air superiority. The frame of a TSF also allows it to perform well inside the 

enclosed spaces of a BETA Hive if required, using their humanoid form to navigate the tunnels 

without being constrained to any one dimension of combat. Various functions, such as the 

ability to bend their elbow joints backwards and their ability to sidestep attacks, combined with 

their equipment, allow TSFs to perform superhuman feats in combat. Though it may be out of 



the norm, you are permitted to purchase more than a single TSF for yourself here to switch in 

and out of different operations. 

 

1st Generation TSF (50 CP) – Early on, 1st generation TSFs were envisioned as mobile tanks, and 

were sent into battle with heavy armaments and armor plating while operated by retrained 

former military aviators. The results were disastrous; the BETA's combat strength easily 

bypassed any amount of armor, and pilots struggled with the conceptual differences between 

piloting an airplane and a TSF. Specialized TSF training was quickly established and taught to 

officers early in their careers to improve and advance TSF combat doctrines throughout the 

years, and after a series of trial and error, later 1st generation TSFs were designed with some 

maneuverability and CQC in mind. Example include the F-5 Freedom Fighter and the MiG-21 

Balalaika. 

2nd Generation TSF (200 CP) – Starting from the 2nd generation, manufacturers shifted their 

focus to improving the agility and maneuverability of TSFs, as the numbers and offensive 

strength of the BETA in a war of attrition assured that pilots fared much better by avoiding 

attacks, rather than withstanding them. These TSFs resemble modern fighter planes in 

performance, rather than tanks. Examples include the F-16 Fighting Falcon and the Su-27 

Zhuravlik. (Discount Eishi) 

Tactical Surface Attacker (300 CP) – TSAs focuses on one thing, and one thing only: Massive 

firepower and armor, unrivaled by even 1st generation TSFs by a long shot. TSAs excel in ranged 

combat, where their immense firepower and volume of fire can easily stop the advance of 

smaller and/or less-armored BETA strains. Out of their niche area, however, TSAs suffer from 

low speed and low maneuverability, making them unsuitable for close-combat, or maneuvers 

that require speed and precision in the battlefield, which would prove to be absolutely critical 

in any practical engagement against the BETA. Because of this, they also fail to find a place 

within typical TSF squadrons. Examples include the A-6 Intruder and the A-10 Thunderbolt II. 

(Discount Eishi) 

Early 3rd Generation TSF (400 CP) - By the 1990s, the development of TSFs had shifted into the 

3rd generation. TSFs of this tier boast superior maneuverability, mobility, and firepower 

compared to 2nd generation TSFs, due to the input of combat data over the past two decades, 

which helped shape the vast improvements in the technology, hardware and software used as 

their components; their resultant designs clearly reflect the strategic needs of their nations. 

Examples include any 2.5th generation or 3rd generation TSFs initially deployed prior to 1998. 

Examples include the F-15E Strike Eagle and the Type-97 Fubuki. (Discount Eishi) 

Late 3rd Generation TSF (600 CP) – These highly advanced TSF models are truly the best of the 

best, possessing top tier specifications down to the finest details, ruling the battlefield with 

their unrivaled performance. At this point, it isn’t uncommon to find unique niches in these 

particular TSFs, such as incredible stealth capabilities against other TSF, or Super Carbon blades 



fixed on the TSF itself to eviscerate close-by BETA during any kind of maneuver. Except heads to 

turn whenever one of these beasts get deployed in combat. Examples include the Su-47 Berkut 

and the Type-00 Takemikazuchi. (Discount Eishi) 

 

Esper Upgrades (300 CP) – As a result of Alternative III developments, your TSF will be outfitted 

with (Free Drop In) 

 

-TSF Squadron Roles- 
Now that you have chosen your own TSF, something most eishi will never have the chance to 

do, it’s time to choose just where you fit in a proper TSF squadron. You may choose either an 

existing, canon squadron for you to join, or to come up with a new one entirely with non-canon 

characters. If you opt for the latter, the name and insignia design will be up to you. 

 

A typical squadron nominally has 14 craft and pilots assigned, in addition to a headquarters 

staff, maintenance staff, and various other personnel tasked with loading, fueling and preparing 

the TSFs for battle. 

In order to maximize survivability, TSFs generally fight in formations with pre-assigned roles, 

each team working in concert to accomplish their tactical objective, and to look out for each 

other's safety. 

Vanguards stand at the front and prevent enemy units from engaging the others. They also 

need to push forward and break open paths. 

Middle guards disrupt enemy formation with a curtain of direct, close-range fire, and Gun 

Interceptors cover the flanks and keep the formation secure, as well as coordinating the front 

and back. 

The rear support teams are the rear guards; they provide both long- and short-range direct fire 

support as necessary. Impact Guards provide the main long-range fire support to support 

vanguards, while Blast Guards help to control and contain enemy action via bombardment. 

Normally, there are 2 units in each role per squadron, but differing tactical situations and 

operational needs, as well as the organizations of some squadrons due to traditions or attrition 

in battle, can result in differing totals. 

There are only 2 basic constants: the squadron leader is always fixed as the Right Wing Gun 

Interceptor, as the Gun Interceptor position acts as the coordinator between the rear support 

line and the vanguards, and Storm Vanguard 1 is generally in command of the forward position, 



organizing the battle line and engaging the enemy. Due to this, the position is generally 

considered a “prestige” spot, despite the heavy losses among Vanguards. 

 

Roll 1d8 to determine your specialized role. TSAs are exempt from this, who will be deployed in 

entirely different situations all together in squadrons consisting of nothing but Gun Sweepers. 

You may choose for yourself if you’re unhappy with what you rolled by paying 50 CP. 

 

1. Storm Vanguard 

 1x 36mm/120mm Assault Cannon (4x36mm and 2x120mm Magazines) 
 1x Supplemental Armor      
 2x Melee Halberd 
 2x Close Combat Dagger 

Generally fighting in front of the squadron, the role of the Vanguards is to keep the enemy out 
of range of the others, and the "Storm" load focuses on capability to engaging the enemy at 
both short and medium range, with a shield for additional protection. The role of the first Storm 
Vanguard in the squadron is generally coveted, as it implies being one of the most trusted and 
able. 

 

2. Strike Vanguard 

 2x 36mm/120mm Assault Cannon (4x36mm and 2x120mm Magazines) 

 2x Melee Halberd 
 2x Close Combat Dagger 

A variation on the "Storm" load, the "Strike" load is more offense-oriented, opting for 

additional guns instead of a shield. Regardless, the role is the same; to keep the BETA at arm's 

reach. Strike Vanguards generally operate behind the Storm Vanguards, providing extra 

firepower and close range support as necessary. General Loadout: 

 

3. Gun Sweeper 

 4x 36mm/120mm Assault Cannon (8x36mm and 2x120mm Magazines) OR 1x 

Mk.57 Squad Support Gun (8x56mm, 105mm, or 220mm Magazines) 

 2x Close Combat Dagger 

Acting near the front lines, and engaging the enemy with large volumes of weapons fire, the 

Gun Sweeper's role is the rapid extermination of enemy forces while they are engaged with the 

Vanguards, raking them with massive, sweeping arcs of fire. Most Gun Sweepers prefer a 



loadout of only guns, all blazing in unison to engage and destroy the enemy in a massive volley. 

Should a unit be in danger of being isolated from the others, the massive firepower of the Gun 

Sweeper is brought to bear to prevent that. Yes, with proper mount pylons, you can aim and 

fire all four Assault Cannons simultaneously. No, there is never enough dakka. 

 

4. Gun Interceptor 

 1x 36mm/120mm Assault Cannon (4x36mm and 2x120mm Magazines) 
 1x Supplemental Armor      
 1x Melee Halberd 
 2x Close Combat Dagger 

Providing additional firepower, the role of the Gun Interceptor is to watch the flanks and 

manage the killzone of the squadron, acting from the forward flanks and providing additional 

cover as necessary. They also screen the rear support group from enemies, and help coordinate 

the efforts of the rear and forward teams. As such, squadron leaders are always fixed as Gun 

Interceptors, and flight leaders among the non-Vanguards are typically found in this role as 

well. 

 

5. Rush Guard 

 1x 36mm Support Assault Cannon (12x36mm Magazine) 

 2x 36mm/120mm Assault Cannon (4x36mm and 2x120mm Magazines) 

 2x Close Combat Dagger 

Focused on long and mid-range fire support, Rush Guard assist the Gun Sweepers in engaging 

the enemy, and are tasked with supporting the Gun Sweepers with rapidly thinning the BETA 

groups which are being engaged by the main forces. 

 

6. Impact Guard 

 1x 36mm Support Assault Cannon (12x36mm Magazine) 

 1x Melee Halberd 

 2x Close Combat Dagger 

Tasked to maintain long-range supporting fire, unlike Rush Guards, who are capable of both 

long- and mid-range fire support, an Impact Guard's job is to focus on suppressing or destroying 

particularly dangerous enemies, or groups of enemies, from long range. Impact Guards are 

typically picked for their skills in long-range shooting, as well as their ability to make snap 

judgements in rapidly changing environments. 

 



7. Blast Guard 

 1x 36mm/120mm Assault Cannon (2x36mm and 2x120mm Magazines) 

 1x Supplemental Armor 

 2x Missile Containers (variable missile count) 

 2x Close Combat Dagger 

The Blast Guard's role is to herd enemy forces and assist in crowd control, allowing the rest of 

the squadron to manage their jobs. As such, units assigned to the Blast Guard role are often 

provided with missile containers to bombard enemy formations. In Hives, they also handle 

direct bombardment of enemy forces. 

 

8. Free Choice 

 

Customize Loadout (100 CP) – Switching out TSF standard issue weapons and equipment for a 

different model, such as different melee halberds, supplemental armor, assault cannons or 

even mount pylons require a 100 CP fee in order to do so. Additionally, if you want to deviate 

from the standard loadout of your TSF unit role, every addition or alteration will require a 100 

CP fee as well. For example, if a Gun Sweeper decides that they would like a supplemental 

armor, they may do so by paying 100 CP, along with the knowledge that the extra weight might 

impede on their TSF’s maneuverability and speed. Even switches, such as an Impact Guard 

wishing to switch out their Support Assault Cannon to a regular Assault Cannon, must pay 100 

CP in order to do so as well. Opting to remove gear to increase maneuverability however, is up 

to you, and is completely free. Though, it would be wise to prove to your superiors first that 

you are a competent enough soldier before trying to deviate from the norm so you don’t rub 

shoulders the wrong way. (Discount Eishi) 

 

-BETA Hybrid Adaptations- 
Silicon Lifeform (1000 CP) – (Free BETA Hybrid)  

-Companion Import- 
(200 CP) – 600 CP for one of your companions, who will be stationed in your wing in a role they 

excel in most. 

(600 CP) – 600 CP for any six of your companions, whom all will be stationed in your wing in a 

role they excel in most. 



Imported companions can only buy perks, meaning that you would have to spend CP to buy 

your companions TSFs. However, those of the eishi origin will be delighted to know that early 

3rd generation TSF will be free for their imported companions. 

 

-Drawbacks- 
PTSD (+100 CP) –  

(+100 CP) –  

(+100 CP) –  

 

Ultranationalist (+200 CP) –  

(+200 CP) –  

(+200 CP) –  

 

Ten Steps Behind (+300 CP) – The BETA hive mind adapt to unfamiliar situations with surprising 

efficiency. Normally, this would take a quite a while, which each individual BETA having to relay 

back to their own hive, which would then have to relay to other hives, before the information 

could be received by the BETA Superior. This process could take days, if not weeks to properly 

complete. However, if what the BETA had was 56k Dial-up, their communication speed will now 

be increased to a smooth and steady 100 MB/s either way. As soon as humanity develops a 

new technology or comes up with innovating tactics, the BETA will always adapt accordingly 

with almost zero delay, with no time for humanity to properly react. The only ways to counter 

this is to develop technology so far beyond what the BETA could predict that it outpaces their 

ability to adapt, or to utilize tactics so outlandish and complex that the BETA could never 

establish concrete patterns in what to expect with human combat doctrine.  

Forces of Attraction (+300 CP) – For inexplicable reasons, the BETA are drawn to you like bugs 

to a light. Wherever you may be, the BETA will always have a plan to come and assault your 

location. And on the battlefield, your reputation for always getting targeted by the BETA is so 

widely known, other squadrons would so try to keep their distance away from you, and even 

your commanders will sometimes use you to bait BETA away if needed. 

CHOMP (+300 CP) – After a defeat, or perhaps even an empty victory against the BETA, you will 

let your guard down, if only for a moment. In this moment, while someone close and dear to 

you is trying to cheer you up, the unfathomable would happen. A stray Soldier Class BETA will 

sneak behind them, and with a blood-curdling crunch, will proceed to brutally devour your 

comrade right in front of your very eyes. Though you will survive this encounter without 



physical injuries, the same cannot be said with your mental health. Roll 1d8 to determine the 

person to meet this unfortunate end. 

1+2. A commander whom you looked up to as an irreplaceable guide and teacher. 

3+4. A superior whom you thought of not only as a role model, but an older sibling as well. 

5+6. An eishi who was your biggest rival, yet still one of your closest friends. 

7. A person you are developing romantic interest in. 

8. One of your actual companions. Reroll if this does not apply to you. 

 

Some take drawbacks to purchase more boons. Some take drawbacks to give themselves a 

challenge. Some take drawbacks as part of a larger plan. But no matter your own reasons, those 

who take this drawback, will also be here to truly experience Muv-Luv for all it embodies.  

 

Save in the Name of True Love (+600 CP) 
 

As a start, instead of only staying for 10 years, you will be unable to move on to another 

Jumpchain for much, much longer. Every single one of your abilities and memories up to this 

point will be removed, and your warehouse will be locked away from your use... At least for 

now. But not all is bad, at least when you begin. When you wake up, you’ll either be living 

somewhere in Japan, America, or Europe, depending on your starting location, in a normal 

world no so different from Earth before you started Jumpchaining. This world is relatively 

peaceful, and extraterrestrial life is only a thing of science-fiction. Your origin will also be 

reflected in a way where it makes sense. Drop Ins would most likely be orphans here, while 

eishi would most likely be avid gamers, though who you are is ultimately up to you. No matter 

what kind of background you come from, during the first 10 years, this peaceful world will be 

one filled with light-hearted fun and moving drama alike. Everyone from your old companions, 

who will also be devoid of their powers and gear, as well as entirely new friends, will enrich 

your life with a wealth of happiness. 

But after the first 10 years, your story will twist and turn into a far darker chapter. Your 

consciousness will be transported into a world entirely different from the one you remember. 

You will awake in a world ravaged by the BETA, where an endless war to sustain the futility of 

mankind’s survival had reduced the world population to a measly one-billion. Now, every able 

bodied individual, both male and female, will be forced into mandatory military service in place 

of proper education. Technology for leisure would never have been developed since the mid-

1900s, with all scientific progression focused in solely for war. Here, you will meet your friends 

and companions again, whom all have forgotten about who you are. Except for one, it seems. 



This companion will be either be the most whom you love most, romantically or platonically, 

but try as you might, you will never be able to find them. The only perks you will receive here 

are the ones you have purchased, and will come by progressively during your next 10 years. 

However, victory during this timeline would be impossible, and Alternative V will initiate no 

matter your actions. The world will be abandoned, and the mass deployment of G-Bombs will 

render the world an arctic hell, with the last of humanity destined to die out, for even a global 

bombardment failed to rid the world of every BETA-hive there is. During this time, if you found 

another romantic partner, you will be separated, with one of you staying behind in this dying 

world, and the other hopelessly drifting in the endless void of space as humanity searches for 

another world. 

Then after you death, you will awaken once again. You look around you, and realize that 

you have once again returned to the world plagued by the BETA, though with time wound back 

to the point where you were the first time you came to be in this diseased world. All your 

abilities and memories that were revoked will return to you slowly but surely, during your final 

few timeloops leading up to this one. The key to your warehouse will finally be returned to you 

as well. Eventually, you will learn that you are a Casualty Conductor, a person whose 

consciousness is able to transcend different universes. The you from this universe had died 

while trying to save your loved one, the loved one you could never find before. Your loved one 

were in fact, there with you the entire time, in the base you were situated in, reduced to 

nothing but a preserved brain and spinal column as a result of capture by the BETA. Your loved 

one’s desire to be with you again is what ripped your consciousness from the original, peaceful 

world, before being transported into the one you are in now. During this timeline, your long-

lost loved would finally be given a proper cybernetic body, created using G-Elements, and will 

have all their abilities return to them, unlike your other companions. Though only God knows 

how many time loops you had to suffer through in order to reach this point, how many times 

you had to see all your friends die right before your eyes, and how many times you had to 

despair over the end of mankind, you are here now. But now, they will pay. They will all pay. 

 If you succeed, after you celebrate your victory and mourn over your losses, the will of 

your loved one will waver. Perhaps they have passed away in their efforts to stop the BETA, or 

perhaps they wish for you to return to a world you belong. With the anchor of this universe 

gone, your consciousness will be transported into another universe similar to the one you 

started this particular Jumpchain in, though with some notable, yet positive changes to reflect 

upon the events that took place in these past years you experienced, fighting for humanity’s 

survival. Comrades you fought with on the battlefield, for example, might appear in this 

universe as friends or acquaintances. You will have 10 more years in this ordinary, peaceful 

world, with all your companions, friends, and love interests again before you are to move on to 

another Jumpchain. Cherish these 10 years, Jumper.  

 



-Notes- 
Answers to question regarding the Muv-Luv series itself can be found on the wiki: 

http://muvluv.wikia.com/wiki/Muv-Luv_Wiki 

Taking “Save in the Name of True Love” does not exempt you from losing Jumpchain when you 

die, unless in very specific circumstances. Only during your first time loop in the BETAvese, are 

you allowed to die without losing Jumpchain, and only after Alternative V had been initialized. 

Similarly, during the many time loops afterward before your final timeloop in the BETAverse, 

you are also allowed to die without repercussion as well. However, dying in either universe 

without BETA, during your first time entering the BETAverse before Alternative V, or at any time 

during the final BETAverse timeloop where all your powers and items return, your death will 

indeed result in a Jumpchain loss. Death of companions in the BETAverse will not cause the loss 

of your actual companions if this drawback is taken, though that fact will be obscured to you 

until the Jumpchain ends. Yes, this is rather railroaded, but I did try to keep variables as open as 

I can. This was supposed to emulate what Takeru went through, after all. 

Whether if your companion will only remain dead during this Jumpchain, or if they’re 

permanently gone after rolling an 8 with the CHOMP drawback is up to you. 

TSFs are unable to travel in space unassisted. 

F-22A Raptors, despite having top of the line specifications a well as revolutionary stealth 

capabilities, making them arguably the best TSF models available against other TSF, was not 

designed to fight against the BETA in mind at all, rolling out the production lines without proper 

mount pylons that could hold melee halberds. This will still hold true you decide to purchase 

one as your TSF of choice. 

Camouflage is completely ineffective against the BETA, and therefore, many nations adopted 

the use of bright color schemes on their TSFs in order to keep visibility of one’s allies high in the 

hectic battles against the BETA at all times. 

Under TSF Squadron Roles, the magazines carried in parentheses are per gun, not per TSF. 

Assault cannon magazines hold 2,000 rounds of 36mm munitions for the rifle portion of it, but 

will only hold six 120mm rounds per magazine in the launcher portion of it. 

The Mk.57 Squad Support Gun has a much larger drum magazine in comparison to normal 

assault cannons, and can fire the 57mm, 105mm, and the monstrous 220mm rounds with only 

a modular barrel and magazine swap. On top of its impressive stopping power and suppressive 

fire capabilities, it can also be used as a sniper rifle, having a mind-boggling range of over 20 

kilometers. It is however, quite big and cumbersome, and will impede on a TSF’s 

maneuverability just as much as carrying 4 assault cannons would in the case of a Gun Sweeper 

loadout. 

 

http://muvluv.wikia.com/wiki/Muv-Luv_Wiki


-Secret Ending- 
Even with the Kashgar Hive destroyed and the BETA Superior exterminated, humanity 

will still only have a generous estimate 10 extra years of survival. Permanent peace will be 

impossible unless each and every BETA hive along with every last one of the BETA be wiped out, 

of not only Earth, but on the moon and on Mars as well. Deep into space, the BETA would’ve 

adapted and evolved, surpassing even the BETA strains seen on Earth. Perhaps on Mars, the 

Laser Fort Class BETA heard of only in legends would be as common as Tank Classes on earth. 

Regardless, by technological standards of that, completing this goal within 10 years should be 

impossible… 

Right? 

If, and only if, under the highly improbably condition that you manages to accomplish 

such a feat, the echoes of your actions will ripple throughout the universe and pave way for 

humanity’s future. For as long as humanity exists in this universe, no extraterrestrial force will 

impede them as the BETA did ever again. Technological development will assure that areas 

rendered inhabitable by G-Bomb bombardment will one day return the way they were before. 

Society will slowly transition from its deeply rooted militarism into one more resembling the 

world you came from. The road ahead for this world is bright, and it was only possible because 

of your efforts.  

 Even if details of your operations was to be kept top secret indefinitely, it would be 

unforgivable if the names of humanity’s saviors were to simply be forgotten. To dishonor the 

squadron responsible for mankind’s final victory would be a crime against humanity itself, after 

all. And so, it was decided that any and all classified information that could have possibly kept 

you and your comrades’ effort hidden away are to be released to the public instead. The names 

of you and every brother and sister in arms will be permanently cemented in mankind’s history, 

and you will all be revered as heroes. 

 

-Victory- 
Songs of a Distant World – After all this, it isn’t a shameful thing to admit that you would want 

to be with friends and family of your old world again. Maybe we’ll meet again someday, 

somewhere… 

 

Carrying On – If you’re willing to stay in a war-torn world like this, there is nothing I can do to 

stop you. But as long as you’re here, the light of humanity will shine just a little bit brighter. 

Good luck, and Godspeed. 

 



The Screams towards Tomorrow – Perhaps what you want most is to move on. But just as 

nothing can truly be permanent, I am certain this farewell would be just as fleeting as your time 

here. Never say “bye-bye”… Say “see you” instead. 


